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Data quality has a substantial impact on the quality of the results of a Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) effort. The poor quality of real-world data, as contained in many large data repositories, poses a serious threat to the future adoption of this new technology. Unfortunately, data quality assessment and improvement are often ignored in many KDD efforts, leading to disappointing results.

This chapter discusses the use of data mining and data generation techniques, including feature selection, case selection and outlier detection, to assess and improve the quality of the data. In this approach, redundant low quality data are removed from the data repository and new high quality data patterns are dynamically added to the data set. We also point out that data capturing is part of the social practices of office work, and this fact must be taken into account in designing the data capturing processes.

INTRODUCTION

KDD is an exciting new technology that can be effectively used to obtain previously unknown patterns from large data repositories. However, experience shows that the quality of data in many real-world data repositories is unacceptably poor. According to Redman (1996), error rates of 1-5% are typical, with an estimated immediate cost of about 10% of revenue. These costs are amplified when poor data quality leads to the failure of KDD projects.

Poor data quality significantly impacts the application of the KDD process and the quality of the final results thereof. That is, large portions of data, which may contain important knowledge regarding the problem domain, may have to be discarded prior to data mining. The removal of substantial amounts of data may cause data mining tools to fail to find accurate and general concept descriptions. For example, our recent KDD efforts regarding the investigation of traffic accident reports, showed that the quality of the original data was so poor that the application of the discovery techniques could not be completed successfully without initiating new data capturing policies (Nel and Viktor, 1999). The vast amount of available data could thus not alleviate the effect of poor data capturing and preprocessing.

Unfortunately, the importance of assuring high quality data is often understated (Weiss and Indurkhya, 1998). Also, the implicit assumption that the data to be mined does in fact relate to the organization from which it was drawn and thus reflects the organizational processes, is often not tested (Pyla, 1999).

This chapter proposes the use of data mining tools and data generation procedures to assess and improve the quality of organizational data. In this approach, data mining tools are used to identify low quality data. The resultant reduced data set is then used to generate new high quality data instances for subsequent data mining. In addition, we also emphasize the need for improved data capturing procedures.

The chapter is organized as follows. The next section introduces the KDD process and discusses the impact of data quality on the final results of KDD. The following section presents methods to improve the quality of the data through the use of data mining techniques. Finally, the last section concludes the paper.

DATA QUALITY AND THE KDD PROCESS

The KDD process consists of three main stages, as shown in Figure 1. Data preprocessing involves the evaluation of the data to determine its appropriateness for the KDD project (Pyla, 1999). Data preprocessing concerns the selection, evaluation, cleaning, enrichment and transformation of the data (Adriaans and Zantinge, 1997; Han and Kamber, 2000; Pyla, 1999). The actual knowledge discovery stage in called data mining. Here, one or more techniques, such as decision trees or neural networks, are used to discover knowledge from the data. Finally, the reporting stage concerns the presentation of the results by means of a graphical user interface (GUI).

It can be argued that the results of the KDD process reflect the memory of the organization that is being investigated (Robey et al., 1995). That is, data are explored to discover knowledge about the organization, and ultimately, the world (Pyle, 1999). Importantly, the KDD results can be viewed as a reflection of the quality of the data capturing and preprocessing processes. An understanding of
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